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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

New Rule Tightens Exclusion for Officers, Owners

A

NEW LAW has made changes to
the officer exclusion for workers’
compensation in California, but it could
cause problems for policies that incept prior to
the effective date of Jan. 1.
Starting in 2017, an officer can only be
excluded from workers’ comp coverage if he
or she owns 15% or more of the company’s
stock. That’s changed from the current rules
that set no ownership levels for officers and
directors that want to claim a workers’ comp
exclusion, which has created confusion as well
as an opportunity for fraud.
However, the law is written in such a way
that it also applies to policies that are in effect
as of 2017 and not just those incepting on
Jan. 1.
In other words, if your policy incepts at another point in the year, and if you have owners
or officers who are claiming this exemption, you
will need to bring your policy into compliance
before the start of the year.

Current law

To be eligible for a workers’ comp exclusion:
• The employee must be an executive

officer of the corporation (president,
vice president, secretary, assistant
secretary, treasurer, assistant treasurer,
for example).
• The employee must own some stock in
the corporation.
• The company must be a “closed corporation.” That means that all of the
company stock must be owned by the
executive officers and directors.

The problem with current law

The election process to opt out of coverage
is not very clear under current law. Beyond
one limited statutory reference and very little
regulatory guidance, insurers and LLCs are
left to figure it out for themselves.
The Association of California Insurance
Companies, one of the supporters of the bill –
AB 2883 – argues that this lack of clarity has
led to abuses that have hurt injured workers
and driven fraudulent activity.
There have been cases of some companies making a janitor the “vice president of
janitorial services” in order to avoid paying for
their workers’ comp coverage. v

What’s new Jan. 1, 2017
AB 2883 requires:
• That an officer or member of the board
of directors own at least 15% of the stock
of the corporation in order to opt out of
workers’ compensation coverage.
• To continue receiving the exemption, you
must submit a waiver to your insurer
by Dec. 31. Your insurer will send the form.
• If the waiver is not received on or before
Dec. 31, individuals will be included for
coverage effective Jan. 1, 2017 and subject
to officer minimum/maximum payrolls.
• The minimum officer payroll for 2017 is
$48,100 and the maximum is $122,200.
• Officer premiums will be determined based
on job duties, class code rates and payroll.
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NEW LAW

State-mandated Retirement Program Starts Jan. 1

A

NEW LAW will take effect on Jan. 1, 2017 that will require
California employers with five or more workers to offer their
staff a retirement plan or enroll them in a new state-run
retirement program.
The law, the first of its kind in the nation, is expected to become
a blueprint for other states that are considering creating their own
retirement plans.
Employers that already offer their workers a retirement plan,
like a 401(k), will not be required to participate, but those that don’t
will have to enroll their employees in the California Secure Choice
Retirement Program (SCRP). Once enrolled, a minimum of 3% will be
deducted from employees’ paychecks on a pre-tax basis.
The law does not require employers to match the deduction, nor
does it require them to pay their own funds into the plans.
For the first three years of the program, all assets will be invested
in U.S. Treasuries, or IRA accounts – the savings program established
by the U.S. Department of Treasury that also invests savings in bonds
issued by the federal government. v

WHEN DOES IT START?

The law prescribes that it take effect Jan. 1, 2017, but a number
of media reports have said that the ramping up period for the
state may be too short – and that implementation may therefore
be delayed.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS
Enabling regulations still have to be written for the new law, however the
law spells out some of the major provisions:
• Workers will be able to opt out of the program.
• The minimum amount employees will be required to divert to the
retirement plan is 3%, but the board of directors for SCRP is authorized
to set the level between 2 and 5% of salary, depending on the length
of time an individual enrollee has participated in the program.
• Over time, deferrals may automatically escalate up to an 8% threshold.
• Workers will have the option to adjust deferral rates, but must abide
by the minimums.
• The program will be administered by an investment board, comprised
of nine members and headed by the state treasurer, and will include
several members appointed by the governor.

LARGE EMPLOYERS FIRST

Mandatory enrollment will be phased based on the size of eligible
employers:
• Employers with 100 more workers will have 12 months from the
time of the program’s launch to enroll them.
• Employers with 50 to 99 workers will have two years from the time
of the program’s launch to enroll them.
• All other eligible employers with five or more workers will have three
years to enroll them.

Produced by Risk Media Solutions on behalf of Pacific Diversified Insurance Services, Inc.. This newsletter is not intended to provide legal advice, but rather perspective on recent regulatory
issues, trends and standards affecting insurance, workplace safety, risk management and employee benefits. Please consult your broker or legal counsel for further information on the topics
covered herein. Copyright 2016 all rights reserved.
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COMMERCIAL AUTO INSURANCE

Rates Trend Higher amid More and Costlier Crashes

Y

OU SHOULD prepare for increases in your commercial vehicle
insurance coverage for 2017 as accidents, injuries and costs
rise for the first time in decades and insurers make up for years
of low pricing.
Commercial auto insurance premiums have been trending between 6 and 10% higher since early this year and, if you’re policy comes
due Jan. 1 or during next year, you may see your premiums increase.
Experts say that rates are increasing in nearly all commercial auto
segments – but trucking is feeling it more acutely.
The reason for the increase is that there are more accidents taking place on the roads and the costs of the claims – everything from
vehicle repair to medical costs – are increasing for various reasons.
Auto insurance rates are rising at the fastest pace in almost 13
years, according to the Insurance Information Institute. The effects
are being felt harder in the commercial auto insurance market than in
the personal market.
That’s because commercial insurance rates have been stable
for many years, barely budging despite rising costs. And now some
insurers have left the market, reducing the supply of insurers in the
segment, which has reduced competition and bumped up pricing.
The premium hike therefore essentially boils down to two factors:
more accidents and rising claims costs.

Higher accident frequency

The increase in accidents, injuries and deaths is the result of:
• More people on the road due to cheaper fuel.
• More people on the road because the economy has improved
and more people are driving.
• An increase in accidents due to distracted driving (mostly from
texting using a smart phone or talking on the phone while
behind the wheel).
One of the main contributing issues is risky behavior, which studies
have found to be widespread. About 87% of drivers surveyed by the AAA
Foundation for Traffic Safety in February 2016 reported that they had
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engaged in at least one risky behavior while driving in the past month,
including using their phone or not wearing a seat belt.

Rising claims costs

According to the Insurance Research Council, the average cost of
a liability claim increased 32% from $11,738 in 2005 to $15,506 in
2013. In 2014, it had reached $16,600, up 7% from the year prior.
Meanwhile, the average cost of personal injury protection claims
(often referred to as no-fault claims) increased by 38.2% – from
$5,802 to $8,017 – between 2005 and 2013.
Factors that are increasing costs:
• The cost of medical care for injured parties is increasing, particularly in the commercial auto segment, as victims of car or
truck crashes tend to take longer to recover.
• As cars have become more high-tech, it has gotten more expensive to repair them. Also, more commercial vehicles than
ever are being totaled, meaning the insurer has to pay out for
the market value of the vehicle, because designs are often
being altered to meet fuel and weight standards.
• Prices have been suppressed in the commercial market, and
there are now fewer players in the market.

What you can do

While base rates are rising and out of your control, you can double
down on safe-driver training for your employees.
If you can educate your driving employees in safe-driving best
practices, you will reduce your accident rates, which will be reflected
in the premium you pay.
For example, motor carriers that are very safe and have good
“Compliance, Safety, Accountability” scores from the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration, are finding premium renewal rates that
are consistent.
You can also adopt advanced technology like telematics and dashcams, both of which have been shown to improve overall driver safety.
Cameras also help insurance companies when adjusting claims. v
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HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES

Keep Safe When Decorating Your Workplace

A

S THE HOLIDAY season rolls around again, your business
will have new safety considerations to confront.
From holiday parties and risk of electrical shock to
fires and trips and falls, companies have a set of safety and risk
management challenges that may not be present during most of
the year.
But decorating and decorations present their own set of safety
challenges and this is what you need to be aware of when decking
your office’s halls:

Lighting safety
• Use LED lights. Not only do they burn cool, they are also more
economical because they only use 10% of the electricity consumed by other bulbs.
• Use lights that are recommended by a reputable testing laboratory. Such lights are usually labeled “UL” or “ETL”.
• Prior to use, inspect lights and extension cords for defects or
damage. Check for loose connections, cracked or broken sockets
and bare or frayed wires. Workers should report all defects to
their supervisor.
• Immediately replace burned-out bulbs with ones that have the
same wattage. Unplug Christmas lights when replacing bulbs.
• Make sure you don’t create a maze of wires, cords and plugs
when plugging in Christmas lighting.
• Never use outdoor lights indoors.
• Make sure Christmas lights and other electrical outdoor decorations are plugged into a ground-fault circuit interrupter. This
device helps prevent electric shock and fire.
• Never use nails or tacks to secure cords of lights. Also, don’t run
strings of lights through hooks.
• Never pull on a string of Christmas lights.
• Always turn off Christmas lights before leaving the business
premises. Never leave them on overnight.

Safety while decorating
Keep all relevant OSHA regulations in mind when
decorating your workplace: both when in the process of
decorating and making sure you don’t create new safety
hazards that will last for the duration of the month.
When your staff are decorating the office, ensure that they
stick to the same safety guidelines that they would otherwise
follow:
• Ladder safety – Make sure employees don’t stand on tables,
desks or rolling desk chairs when hanging lights or other decorations. Insist that they use ladders and that they have a partner to
hold the ladder when they are working on high.
• Keep walkways unobstructed – You may have boxes of
Christmas decorations that you bring out every year, or you may
purchase new decorations too. When employees are decorating,
make sure they keep all walkways free of wires, cords, boxes or any
of the material you are putting up. When people are working in a
disorderly fashion, they can easily trip and fall.
• Install wisely – Also make sure employees don’t put up decorations in a way that can impede movement of your workers or office
visitors, or create trip hazards or expose staff to getting caught in
the decorations.
• Unobstructed exits – Do not place any type of decorative items
in exit corridors or on sprinklers. It’s essential to verify that none
of your decorations block exit signage or fire safety equipment.

Christmas trees
• Consider an artificial tree, which poses less risk than a
live one.
• If you have a live tree, make sure that it is properly
watered so it doesn’t dry out, which is a fire hazard.
• Live trees can be safer when sprayed with flame
retardant.
• Put your tree in an area that doesn’t impede foot
traffic or movement of workers.
• Don’t put live trees near heat sources such as
space heaters, where they can dry out and
pose a greater fire hazard.
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